Smart Science
8 of the top 10

personal care companies
worldwide release product
using a Celsis system

24 hours

Time needed to confirm
the presence or absence
of bacteria, yeast and
mould using our proprietary
AMPiScreen™ assay

800 installations
A typical plant investing in a rapid
detection system sees an average 5-year
net present value of $500,000 and
a return on invested capital in just 6–9
months.

$€ ¥ £

in over

65 countries

think about it:
a shorter production cycle Reduces
working capital requirements.
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Each day of your product hold time has a cost. Eliminating
days of production cycle time frees up working capital.

DID YOU KNOW:
Top-performing companies operate with about
of the working capital
and hold
of the inventory of typical companies.*

50%

<50%

*15th annual working capital survey from REL Consultancy, a division of The Hackett Group, Inc., and CFO Magazine, July 2013

Value of Daily Inventory

Shorter production cycles
free up working capital

Celsis Method
Traditional Method

By reducing the length of time products
are detained for microbial testing, you are
shortening the production cycle, reducing
the cost of manufacturing and freeing up
significant working capital.
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18 days
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Projected savings
Celsis can reduce your operational costs by more than
$500,000 in the first five years.
Contamination Savings
Working Capital Savings
Investment
Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow

riods
6-Month Pe

A quick Yes or No
tells you if product can be released
Traditional testing requires you to hold product
for 4 days or more to see if anything grows.
Only Celsis gives you results for bacteria, yeast
and mould in 24 hours.

97%

the majority of Products test negative and
can be released immediately

Products test positive:
further testing required
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